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The technique of describing scattering solutions of the Schrodinger equation by means of I. func-
tions is illustrated for a variable coupling constant in a simple separable potential model which ad-
mits an exact solution. The orthogonal polynomials generated by the I. solution are shown to be
positive definite only for a limited range of the coupling constant. Further, it is shown that the
underlying Gaussian quadrature rule for the positive-definite region can be extended to the general
case albeit with the consequence that the weights are no longer all positive. A simple expression for
the weights in terms of the associated abscissas is derived for the model. To complete the analysis it
is demonstrated that a renorma1ization procedure of the I. functions to recover the scattering solu-
tions is justified for arbitrary values of the coupling constant. Finally, some numerical examples are
presented to test the Heller equivalent weight prescription and it is concluded that it works for all
ranges of coupling strengths in the model.
I. INTRODUCTION
The idea of employing square-integrable (L ) functions
to approximate scattering solutions of the Schrodinger
equation is used under many guises. For example, in
atomic physics, one approach to describing electron
scattering from atomic targets is to use pseudostate
coupled-channel equations. ' In this model one uses a fi-
nite basis of L functions to diagonalize the target Hamil-
tonian which has a discrete spectrum of L wave func-
tions corresponding to the bound states and in addition a
continuous spectrum of positive energy states whose wave
functions are not L but are normalized in the 5-function
sense. The diagonalization of the target Hamiltonian in
an Li set gives both negative and positive energy states.
The basis is usually chosen so that the lowest-lying chan-
nels are described adequately while the other bound states
are collectively approximated by the remaining negative
energy eigenvectors. The positive energy eigenstates and
associated L eigenvectors in some way approximate the
target continuum. The raison d etre for the use of these
pseudostates is that the coupling to the continuum chan-
nels is often important and one must attempt to describe
it in some manner. In many cases the coupled-channel
equations employing the pseudostates give satisfactory
answers but one may find numerical difficulties associat-
ed with the specific choices of basis functions for the tar-
get.
About ten years ago, a systematic approach was under-
taken by Heller, Yamani, Reinhardt, and co-workers to
illustrate the mathematical sense in which the L func-
tions would approximate continuum scattering solutions.
Broad has further developed and refined their methods.
Recent applications of the I, method have been given by
Bransden and Stelbovics and Broad. ' Most of the early
models were based on solutions of the radial kinetic ener-
gy, Ho, in various bases. Comparatively few soluble ex-
amples with potential interactions have been given. The
most notable is the L discretization of the Coulomb
Harniltonian by Yarnani and Reinhardt. More recently,
Broad ' ' has given L discretizations for the radial har-
monic oscillator and the Morse oscillator.
The purpose of the present work is to give the L solu-
tion for perhaps the simplest possible example with a po-
tential interaction which supports a point and continuous
spectrum. It therefore has the complexities associated
with other models yet has the virtue of being character-
ized by a simple distribution (weight function) and the
corresponding orthogonal polynomials can be expressed as
simple combinations of the classical orthogonal polynomi-
als. The details of the model and its L solution are given
in Sec. II. In Sec. III we examine the finite basis solution
and point out that there is a critical value for the coupling
strength of the potential beyond which the positive-
definiteness property of the orthogonal polynomials
breaks down. This feature is not unique to the model and
has been noted, for example, by Yamani and Reinhardt
in their discussion of the weight function pertaining to the
L polynomials of the Coulomb Hamiltonian. (Their ob-
servation is further analyzed in Appendix B of Ref. 10.)
The loss of positive definiteness is somewhat of a disap-
pointment from the point of view that the standard pre-
sentations of the Gaussian quadrature approximations and
their convergence properties rely on it. However, for the
present model we are able to prove that such a formula
exists even in this event. Moreover, we show that the re-
normalization of the positive energy L eigenvectors can
be carried out regardless of the definiteness of the polyno-
mials.
In the final section we briefiy discuss the Heller deriva-
tive rule" and Broad's "suggestion for a suitable inter-
polating function for it. We show that his interpolating
function implies a further constraint on the derivative rule
which we test for several values of the coupling strength.
We conclude with a few suggestions and observations.
I1. THEORY
(:)ne technique for solving the Schrodinger equation,
(Ho+ &
I
tr' & =E I 0&,
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numerically is to utilize the fact that for potentials V
which are compact, one may approximate them in the
orm
In addition, this potential will support a single bound





and for suitably chosen
~
a; ) convergence is achieved rap-
idly as the summation is extended to completeness.
Indeed, essentially this approach is used by Heller and
Yamani6 in their formulation of the L method.
A. Separable model
For our analysis we choose the simplest potential of
this form, namely a rank-one separable potential
where
y=A((2Q)'/ —1) .
The bound-state wave function is
(r
~
y(Es }&=X~(A' y') —'(e -r" -e "—")-
with





(2) B. The I.~ solution
and take as a s~pecific choice for the form factor the
Yamaguchi form defined by
(r ~a)=e (3)
We further confine ourselves to S-wave scattering and use
units such that m =8=1. The eigenstates of Hp are de-
fined by
The L method has been reviewed extensively, "' so
we give only a brief summary of the main points. One
seeks the regular solutions of the Schrodinger equation (1)
using an expansion in terms of square-integrable functions
~4„), n =0, 1,2, of the form
(16)





The regular solutions satisfy the boundary condition
P(r)~0 as r~0, and therefore one requires a complete
set of
~ P„) with this property. Using the expansion (16)
and forming the overlaps B „=(P ~ P„),one obtains an
infinite system of equations for the coefficients R„:
which ensures the normalization
(k ik')=5(k —k') . (6) n=0 n=0
g (h „+v „)R„=Eg B „R„, m =0, 1,2, . . . . (17)
We adopt standing-wave boundary conditions (as appears
to be customary in discussions of the L i method):
' 1/2 1/2
( r
~ pk )—— sin(kr) + — tan5(k}cos(kr)2 2
( fk I Qk' & = [sec 5(k)]5(k —k') . (8)
as r~oo . (7)
Implicit in the definition (7) is the normalization
Here h „,v „represent in an obvious notation matrix ele-
ments of Hp and Vin the basis
~
P„).
For our model we choose as the complete set of basis
functions the Laguerre functions represented in r space by
(18)(r ~$„)= e "'L'(2Ar), n =0 1 2, . . . ,n+1
where the L„' are Laguerre polynomials. The
~
p„) are
not orthogonal but their overlap has a simple tridiagonal
structure given by




~ fk & = — sin(kr)+ — tan[5(k)]2 2
x[cos(kr) —e "'] (9)
B „=(2A) '(25 „—5 i „—5 +i „)
with
5 „=0 if m orn ~0.
One finds by direct calculation that









u „=——,AQ5 „5 (21)
Here we have set
2Q:——aA
where Q is the coupling parameter given in Eq. (11). We
note that the simple form for u~„ is entirely due to the
fact that we chose the A in the form factor (3) to be the
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same as that in the basis set (18). Had we chosen them
differently none of the u „would have been zero. Upon
introducing the variable x defined by
lim =x —(x —1) for x6[—1, 1] .U„ i(x)n- U„(x) (31)
which maps E &0 conformally into the interval [—1,1],
and defining
b„(x)=R„(x)/Ro(x), n =0, 1,2, . . . , (23)
b„(x)=U„(x)+Q(1—x)U„ i(x), n =0, 1,2, . . . , (25)
where the U„are Chebyshev polynomials of the second
kind and U i ——0. To recover the scattering function it is
useful to write b„ in the alternate form
b„(x)=[1+Qx (1—x)]U„(x)—Q (1—x)T„+i(x), (26)
where T„ is a Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind. It
then follows from the identities
sin( kr) = (1—x )'/ g U„(x)P„(r),
n=0
cos(kr) —e "'=—g T„+i(x)P„(r)
n=0
that the scattering wave function has the form
( r
~ Pk )=Ro(x), sin(kr)1+Qx (1—x)
( 1 x 2) i /2
the set of equations (17) may be brought into the follow-
ing form for the sequence of functions b„=b„(x):
bo=
bi —(2—Q}x+Q,
b„=2xb„1—b„2, n =2,3,4, . . . .
The recurrence relations are of a type first studied by
Geronimus'" and it is not difficult to prove they have the
solution
One finds that Eq. (30) has only one solution which ap-
pears when Q& —,
' at
x =xa —1 —[(2Q) '/' —Q] (32)
Then applying the condition that the bound-state wave
function is normalized to one gives
Ng(r
~





and Na is the constant given by Eq. (15). In the limit that
the binding energy tends to zero, the series expansion
coefficients b„alternate as ( —1)" and hence the wave-
function expansion converges very slowly.
Another limiting case of interest is when Q~2. From
Eq. (32) it can be seen that as Q increases from —,
' to 2, xii
moves monotonically to the left from —1 and approaches





which coincides with the form given in Eq. (14) upon ap-
plying 1'Hopital's rule. The interpretation of this result is
simply that the bound-state wave function is identical to
one of the basis functions for this value of the coupling
constant and as a consequence, the energy of the state is at
a singular point of the mapping (22). As Q increases
beyond this value, xq moves to the positive axis and de-
creases monotonically to 1 as Q~ oo.
Having determined the characteristics of the infinite
basis L solution we will now turn to the question of re-
lating a finite basis solution with L functions to the gen-
eral solution. In the sequel we draw on standard
mathematical results in orthogonal polynomials which are
contained in the treatises of Szego'5 and Chihara. '
+Q (1—x)[cos(kr) —e ""] (28)
The normalization Ro may be fixed by the boundary con-
dition (7) and gives
' 1/2
x 2) I/2Ro(x)= (29)1+ x 1 —x
1+Q(1 —x)[x —(x —1)'/2] =0, (30)
where we made use of the limit'5
The wave function thus obtained is identical with that of
Eq. (9).
In order to find if any bound states are present we ap-
ply the boundary condition b„(x)~0 as n ~ ao since such
states are normalizable. Using the form (25) and noting
that all zeros of U„are confined to the interval [—1, 1],
we may write the condition for a bound state as
III. FINITE BASIS AND EQUIVALENT
QUADRATURE
The structure of the section is as follows. We begin by
introducing sufficient theory to enable us to derive an ex-
pression for the distribution with respect to which the b„
are orthogonal. The reason for doing this is that the finite
basis solution can then be shown to generate a Gaussian
quadrature approximation to the linear functional defined
by the distribution function. The quadrature formulas are
then applied to the completeness relation and the renor-
malization of the L functions is carried out.
In all illustrations of the L method one seeks to for-
mulate the set of recurrence relations in the L basis so
that they involve three terms. The reason for this is that
by Favard's theorem' one is guaranteed that these poly-
nomials are orthogonal with respect to some linear func-
tional W. The recurrence relations (24) are of this type
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Here the P„are the monic form of the b„(that is, the
coefficient of the x" term in b„has been normalized to
unity). Explicitly,
b„=2"(1—Q/2) " P„, n =0, 1,2, . . . .
The P„satisfy the equations
O ~o=1
P„=(x—c„)P„1—A,„P„2, n =1,2, 3, . . . ,
where
ci —Q/(Q —2), c„=0, n =2,3,4, . . . ,
A, i




[a,P] is the smallest closed interval which contains all the
zeros of the P„(x), n = 1,2, 3, . . . . In the present problem
there is a continuous spectrum in the region x E [—1,1]
and, for Q & —,', [a,P] = [—1,1]. For —,' & Q & 2, the inter-
val must be extended on account of the point spectrum
due to the bound state at x =xz and is thus [xz, l].
When Q & 2 the interval is [—1,c 1 ] where 1 &xz & c 1 and
ci is given in Eq. (38). The derivation is given in the Ap-
pendix. We note the functional is no longer positive de-
finite for Q & 2 since A,2 changes sign. In the region Q & 2
the function 8(x) is a distribution, that is, it is of bounded
variation, nondecreasing and has finite moments, viz.
W[x "]=p„& ao, n =0, 1,2, . . . . If we confine ourselves
to this region we may obtain an explicit representation of
d8 by using Stieltjes's inversion formula. 's One has
and hence the b„satisfy an orthogonality condition which
is most conveniently expressed in the form
P~[PN Pm 1= d 8(x )Pn (x )Pm (x ) ~Bin ~1~2 ~II + 1
d8(x) = [R5(x —xz )+p(x)]dx,
where
(43)
1+Q '[(Q/»'" —1] Q& —'
0, otherwise (44)
—1(2 Q)(1 2)1/2
p(x) = [Q(1—x)+1]'—2Q(1 —x)'
0, otherwise . (45)
Now that we have found an explicit form for d8 we
can construct the Gaussian quadrature formula for this
distribution which we denote by the linear functional
Tlllls,




P„=(x—c„+1)P„1—A,„+1P„"2, n =1,2, 3, . . . .(1) (&) (1)
For our separable model one sees from the expressions for
the c„,X„ofEq. (38) that they are simply the monic form
of the Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind, i.e.,
2 "U„. Now by expressing the b„of Eq. (25) in the ap-
propriate monic form and using Eq. (31),we get
( )
(2—Q)[z —(z —1)'~ ] (42)
1+Q(1—z)[z —(z —1)'~ ]
Hence taking the branch cut of the square root along the
real z axis from —1 to + 1 we have






F(z)= lim for zk[a, P],
n P„(z)
and the P„'" are the monic associated polynomials defined
by
The xz are the solutions of Pz(x) =0. The weights have
the properties AN &0 and g,. , A1v —1. The quadrature
rule is exact for all f(x) which are polynomials of degree
& 2N —1.
For the model, the knowledge of the formula (25) when
combined with the boundary condition and some standard
properties of the U1v make it possible to derive a particu-
larly simple expression for the A1v, namely,
(2—Q)(1 —x1'v, )
1+Q (x1v —1)+X I [Q ( 1 —x~, ) + 1] —2Q (1—xN ) I
(48)
The reason the quadrature formula is of interest is that
it occurs naturally in any finite basis truncation of the set
If we retain the first N functions this is equivalent to
specifying the boundary condition P~(x~ )=0. The xv
are ordered so that x11 &xz « . . x~ . To each of
1 2
these solutions there corresponds an I. function
~ $1v ),
i =1, . . . ,X of the form (16) truncated after the first N
terms, and normalized so that
The normalization implies that
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P —1
I AN, &.=CN, g b. (xN,. ) IN. &
n=0
where
CN. —AN, /[(1 —xN )A '(1 ——,Q)] .
(50)
(51)
This is verified upon application of the Christoffel-
Darboux identity. '
When we seek to use the
I fN &, a.s, for example, in con-
structing spectral representations of the operators
(E+ie H) —', we do this by applying the completeness
relation (in the restricted space) which is given as
IN=+ I A, &&itN I ~N[lxN(x)&&xN(»l]
i=1




[(1—x)A '(1 ——,' Q)]'~
(53)
=W[ IX„(x)&&X„(x)I ] .
As we extend the basis to completeness it is clear from
Eq. (52) that there are two limiting procedures involved,
WN ~W and XN ~X„. If we assume that IN -I for N
large enough we can, by using the definitions of
I P&,RO(x) in Eqs. (16), (23), and (29},make the identifi-
cation
Ro(xN )
I A,. & xN,. &[—1 ll
l
(55)
On the other hand, if we write out the completeness rela-
tion for the exact model wave functions [noting Eq. (8)]
we have
I =
I f(xa) & &4(xa) I
+ X X 2 1/2 X—1 (1—x)(1—x )'i
Thus we have shown that within the scope of this
model, for Q &2 one can explicitly calculate the polyno-
mials, determine their distribution, and rigorously justify
a renormalization of the I. continuum scattering wave
functions.
What happens for Q&2? As we mentioned already,
Q =2 corresponds to the point at which the linear func-
tional defining the orthogonal polynomials is no longer
positive definite. The main consequence is that the proof
of the existence of a convergent Gaussian quadrature rule
is a little more difficult. For, in order to write it in the
form of Eqs. (46) and (47) it is implicitly assumed that the
zeros of the PN(x) are real and simple and confined to a
finite closed interval independent of N. In the Appendix
we show that this property of the polynomials in the
model carries over to the region Q &2. The convergence
then follows by noting that a necessary and sufficient con-
dition' for it is that there exists a constant M such that
, I AN, I &M for all ?i'. A proof of this is also given
in the Appendix.
In Table I we give some examples of the quadrature
abscissas and weights which are obtained for various
values of Q. For Q & 2 the weights AN, still sum to one
but only the weight associated with the bound state is pos-
itive. Thus the CN. in Eq. (51) are still all positive and the
renormalization can be followed through as before provid-
ed we replace the argument of the square-root term in Eq.
(53}by its modulus. Also, on account of the fact that the
xN, are ordered increasing in i, the bound state for Q & 2
is labelled by i =X rather than i = 1.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Our illustration of the l. method for this model would
not be complete without a mention of the Heller deriva-
«ve rule. This rule is a prescription for finding the renor-
malization term in Eq. (55) knowing only the xN. Hell-
er" suggested that if one regarded the xN as values of an
interpolating variable gN such that x((N) was a monoton-
ically increasing function with the property that






de g; p(xN ) ImF(xN +i 0)
Since Ro can always be expressed in terms of p and cos5,
one has calculated the renormalization factor as required.
This prescription appears to work mell, but as Broad has
pointed out "the interpolation polynomial is not unique.
He proposed after a reasoned argument that the interpo-
lating function for gN should be defined by the relation
PN(x) ImF(x —+i 0)
tan(gNm ) = „)PN" i(x}—ReF(x +i 0)PN(x}
which implies that liinN „AN, —R for the bound-state
weight.
We should emphasize that the conclusions regarding
these normalizations are only valid for "N large enough. "
For small basis sets and with a weakly bound state it is
quite possible that no bound state is found for the truncat-
ed basis set. We can still assign the normalization of Eq.
(55), but it should be borne in mind that this will give only
an approximate behavior of the true wave functions in the
region x ——1.
From Eq. (44) we see that as we approach the value
Q =2, AN ~R ~1. Since the sum of the weights is 1
this means all the other weights tend to zero at this point.
This can be seen directly from Eq. (48).
x E[—1, 1] . (58)
The gN is defined in such a way that it is a monotonically
increasing function of x. Not only does this interpolating
function satisfy gN(xN ) =i as'required and also give the
derivatives of the form (57), but in addition it contains
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TABLE I. The abscissas and weights for the Gaussian quadrature rule generated by the model are
shown in the case X =5 for various values of the coupling constant Q. The exact weights are given in
column two. In all instances their sum is one. In column three are shown the approximate weights
( W,~,~) obtained from Eq. (57) through an X-point Lagrange interpolation of the function f~(x) in Eq.
(58) at the abscissas x~. The final column contains the weights ( 8',~(2) ) generated similarly but now
E
using, in addition, the extra interpolatory points defined by Eq. (59). Since the rule for calculating the
approximate weights excludes bound states, no bound-state weights can be given in columns three and



























































0.281 649 68(+ 1)
0.708 282 93
0.702 856 16( —1)
0.100343 34
0.848 723 37( —1)
0.362 15760( —1)
Q =2. 1
—0.894 688 39( —3)
—0.305 789 71(—2)
—0.474 377 63( —2)
—0.306 31984( —2)
+ 0.101 17595(+ 1)
—3
—0.361 224 57( —2)
—0.146 624 66( —1)
—0.300 692 26( —1)


























further information. In particular, at the values
x =xg' i, i =1, . . . , N —1 corresponding to the N —1
zeros of P~(" i, (58) implies
l





Here we have chosen argF to lie in the interval (O, n).
This form for Q &2 follows from the nestin~ property
of the associated polynomials, '6 x~ &xN", & xN
&xg' i„,&xs . For Q&2 we show in the Ap-
pendix that the nesting property becomes
Xg ) (Xpy Q X~ ) (X~(1) (&)
In the context of the present model we can "test" Eq.
(57) by calculating the values of argF needed in Eq. (59)
directly and then use this additional information to con-
struct a Lagrange interpolation polynomial of degree
2N —1, with nodes at the x~. and x~" i . One would ex-
C
pect that a more detailed specification of the interpolating
function would lead to more accurate estimates for
(dx/dg~)g„
In Table I we present the results for such a calculation
with and without these extra points for a range of Q over
all regions of interest. From these results and further
tests we have carried out we conclude that the derivative
rule works equally well over the whole range of coupling
strengths for this model. We also see that the values for
the derivatives are consistently improved by making use
of the extra information implied in the interpolating rela-
tion (S8). Our results support Board's claim that the g~
thus defined is the natural interpolating function.
In conclusion, what can one infer from the present
model that might be encountered eath more complex po-
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tentials? It would appear that we should not expect linear
functionals associated with particular basis function ex-
pansions to be positive definite in general. Notwithstand-
ing this feature it has still been possible to carry out all
the appropriate renormalizations and effective weight cal-
culations numerically for this model. Perhaps this result
carries through to a wide class of interactions. It is, how-
ever, possible to envisage potentials which support several
bound states whose position depends in a complicated way
on the coupling constants. For such a system, the analysis
we used which relied extensively on the nesting properties,
reality, and simpleness of the zeros of the orthogonal po-
lynomials might not be easily generalized.
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APPENDIX
We wish to consider some properties of the polynomials
b„(x)= U„(x)+Q(1—x)U„,(x}, n =1,2, 3, . . .
for Q &2. First we prove the zeros are all real and sim-
ple. We do this by noting some properties of the Chebys-
chev polynomials. '6
(1) If we denote the zeros of U„(x) by x„and order
them in ascending order then they are confined to the in-
terval [—1, 1] and
—1(x~ (x~ ( ' ' ' (x~ (1
(2) For any n, m with n&m, U„(x),U (x} have no
common zeros.
(3) If we define a function sgn such that sgnx =+1
when x&0 then sgnU„, (x„)=(—1)" ', 1&i &n
1 p2y3y s ~ ~ ~




To deduce the upper limit of the interval we derive an in-
equality for the ratio b„(x)jU„ i(«). Using the
Christoffel-Darboux relation for U„(x) and noting that
U„&0 for x & 1, one can derive
U„+,(x)U„ i(x) —U„(x) &0, n =1,2, 3, . . . ; x &1 .
(A3)
From this it follows that
b„+(ix)U„ i(x) —b„(x)U„(x)&0,
n =1,2, 3, . . . ; x & 1 . (A4)






n =1,2, 3, . . . ; x & 1 . (A5)
Since b„(l)=U„(1)&0 we must have x„&1 for all n.
Now if we set x =x„ in (A5) then b„(x„)=0 and the in-
equality implies b„+i («„)& 0. Thus b„+i does not
change sign for x &x„. Therefore x„+i &x„. WeN 5+1 N
conclude that the sequence Ix„ I„" i is bounded and
monotonically decreasing with lim„„x„=xs. Also,lf
since xi —ci all the zeros are contained in the closed fi-
1
nite interval [—l, ci].
The results we have derived so far are sufficient to es-
tablish the existence of a sequence of Gaussian quadrature
formulas of the form of (46) and (47). To prove the se-
quence of linear functionals W~ converges to a limit as
N~ oo we require to establish that g, , ~ AN. ~ &M(Q),
where M is a function which depends only on Q. We do
this by considering the function
Using properties (1) to (3) it is easy to see that
sgnb„(x„)=( —1)" 'sgnQ =( —1)" (Al)
(2—Q)(1 —x )
1+Q(x —1)+NI[Q(l —x)+1) —2Q(1 —x) ]
(A6}
—1 (&~ (x~ ( ' (x~ (x~nI nI 7l Pl (A2)
This implies that b„(x) changes its sign n —1 times in the
interval (x„,,x„). Thus n —1 roots of b„are real and lie
in this interval. Since b„(x) is a real polynomial the
remaining root must also be real.
%e next show that this root must be in the interval
(x„,ao) for Q&2. From (Al} we have sgnb„(x„}=1.
However, for x large enough it follows from Eq. (25) that
sgnb„(x) =sgn(2 —Q) = —1 as x~ ao. Hence the remain-
ing zero is to the right of x„."n
We now investigate the interval [a,P] to which these
roots are confined and prove it is [—1, c i ) where ci is de-
fined in Eq. (38). We denote the zeros of b„(x) by x„.
Then by the above discussion we can write
for which A(«N )=A& as defined in Eq. (48). It is
straightforward to establish that the denominator of (A6)
is always positive when x E [—1, 1] or [«s,ci ]. Therefore
Az &0 for 1&i &N 1=1,2, 3, . . . an—d A~„&0 for




& for x E( —1, 1) .Q
—2
%+1
Also, since g, , AN —1 we may finally write
(A7)
I ~x, I =1+2 2, I ~x I & 1+2(Q —2)
i=1 i=1
Thus we have the result that the quadrature formula is
convergent for Q & 2.
The last result we prove is a nesting property between
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the zeros of P„(x) and P„"'~(x), i e,
respectively, for Q &2. First we remind the reader that
p~~~, =2"—'U„, and hence x„'", =xo &.. As a co«&-
g
lary to property (3), we have sgn U„(x„~.) =(—1)"
it immediately follows from Eq. (25) that
sgnP„(x„~ ) = —sgnb„(x„~ )
—( 1)" ' ', 1&i &n —1, n=234, . . . .
secutive zeros of P„'"&(x). Therefore P„(x}has at least
n —2 zeros in the interval (x„, ,x„~ }. Further-
more, we have already sho~n that all the zeros are real
and simple and that exactiy one is greater than 1. To lo-
cate the remaining zero we note that by Eq. (AS)
sgnP„(x„, , ) =1 and sgnP„(1)= —sgnU„(1) &0.
Hence it lies between x„~,and 1. Thus for Q & 2 we
have
(Ag)
Thus P„(x) alternates in sign between each pair of con- (A9)
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